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Preface

It’s breathtaking (and a bit intimidating) to witness the changes in education
in this century. The most obvious change, of course, is the role technology has
assumed in classrooms. Where once we talked about enhancement, now we recognize that technology is an essential tool for communication and collaboration. Less
apparent, at least on the surface, is the way in which data has become an essential
element in any conversation about teaching and learning. Most schools have a data
room to display information, and nearly every school is required to report these
data annually to the community. And our profession’s focus on post-secondary
outcomes is causing all of us to consider what happens to our graduates after they
leave high school.
But educators recognize that the devices in a classroom, the results on the state
achievement test, and the college- and career-readiness standards can’t equip them
with the information they need to figure out what to do in the next five minutes.
Only formative assessment practices can deliver timely data about what students
understand. Without formative assessment data, teaching is aimed at the m
 iddle.
We’ll never know which students were ready for a stretch, and which needed
reteaching. Unfortunately, too often formative assessment has been reduced to two
or three district benchmark tests, with little attention given to the data that surround us every day.

vii
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Seeing the Data Each Day
Talented educators know that the opportunities for fine-grained analysis of
student learning are all around us. Each time we host a discussion with students,
examine a child’s writing, or listen closely to a question, there’s a chance to assess
formatively. But these possibilities are wasted if there isn’t intention. Wise teachers
know that discussions, writing assignments, and such are not compliance checks.
They are to teachers what paint is to an artist—the medium we work in. It’s how
we paint our own picture of the learning in front of us.
We have organized the book to highlight each of these media: oral and written
language, questions, projects, and performances. We include tests as a formative
assessment method because they can be used to inform future instruction if used
intentionally. And finally, we discuss the need for common formative assessments
and consensus scoring as a means for facilitating the thoughtful conversations
among educators about student learning.
Much has changed in the field of formative assessment since the first edition of
Checking for Understanding was published in 2007, and we have tried to incorporate these practices into this book. As technology has taken on greater importance,
we see teachers use devices such as audience response systems to gather formative
assessment data. In addition, we have revised the common formative assessment
chapter to reflect the regular practice of teachers who gather to examine student
data. As well, we have integrated newer instructional routines, such as the use
of close reading and text-dependent questions, in order to better reflect newer
approaches for developing college- and career-ready students.
The second edition of Checking for Understanding has given us the opportunity
to contextualize this work within a Framework for Intentional and Targeted Teaching™. The practice of checking for understanding doesn’t operate in isolation,
but rather is an essential element for a gradual release of responsibility instructional framework. It is also a vital facet for providing feedback to students, and a
means for gathering and analyzing data. Therefore, we have consolidated practices
discussed in other ASCD publications, notably our work on guided instruction, formative assessment systems, data analysis, and quality instruction.

viii
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Preface

We are as excited as you are about the innovative practices we are witnessing
in classrooms across the globe. As we move forward, our collective challenge is in
keeping pace with change while retaining the time-honored practices that have
served generations of learners so well. How will we know what practices should be
pursued and what should be abandoned? By checking for understanding, of course!

ix
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1
Why Check for Understanding?

Checking for understanding permeates the teaching world. If you doubt that, consider the last lecture you heard. Whether the lecture was about chemical reactions,
the great American novel, or the causes of World War II, the person speaking most
likely checked for your understanding several times during the lecture by using
such common prompts as “Any questions?,” “Did you all get that?,” “Everybody
understand?,” or “Does that make sense?”
Rather than respond to these questions, most learners will sit quietly, and the
lecturer doesn’t know whether they understand, they are too confused to answer,
they think they get it (but are off base), or they are too embarrassed to show their
lack of understanding in front of others. Such general questions are simply not
sufficient in determining whether or not students “get it.”
Additionally, students aren’t always self-regulated learners. They may not be
aware of what they do or do not understand. They sometimes think they get it,
when they really don’t. If you doubt this, consider how often you have heard students comment, “I thought I knew this stuff, but I bombed the exam.”
Much of the checking for understanding done in schools is ineffective. Thankfully, there are a number of ways to address the situation. We’ve organized this book,
and the ways that teachers can check for understanding, into larger categories,
including oral language, questioning, writing, projects and performances, tests, and

1
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schoolwide approaches. In this chapter, we’ll explore checking for understanding in
terms of what it is, what it is not, and how it links to other teaching initiatives.

What Is Checking for Understanding?
Checking for understanding is an important step in the teaching and learning process. The background knowledge that students bring into the classroom
influences how they understand the material you share and the lessons or learning opportunities you provide. Unless you check for understanding, it is difficult
to know exactly what students are getting out of the lesson. In fact, checking for
understanding is part of a formative assessment system in which teachers identify
learning goals, provide students feedback, and then plan instruction based on students’ errors and misconceptions. Although the focus of this book is on strategies for
checking for understanding, it is important to know how these strategies are used to
improve student achievement as part of a more comprehensive system. Hattie and
Timperley (2007) identified these phases as feed-up, feedback, and feed-forward.
Note that checking for understanding is an important link between feed-up and the
feedback students receive as well as the future lessons teachers plan.
Feed-up: Clarifying the purpose. The first component of a comprehensive
formative assessment system involves an established purpose, objective, or learning target. When students understand the goal of the instruction, they are more
likely to focus on the learning tasks at hand. When the goal “is clear, when high
commitment is secured for it, and when belief in eventual success is high,” student
effort is amplified and achievement increases (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996, p. 260).
Having a purpose isn’t new, but it is critical to the implementation of a formative
assessment system because when teachers have a clear purpose, they can align their
checking for understanding strategies with their intended outcomes. For example,
when an established purpose relates to comparing and contrasting characteristics of
insects and arthropods, students know what to expect in the lesson and the teacher
can plan instructional events such as shared readings, collaborative learning, and
investigations to ensure that students focus their attention on this content. Similarly,
when the established purpose is to persuade a reader using argumentation and facts,
the students have a clear sense of what is expected and the teacher can plan instruction. In sum, a clear purpose is a critical component of an effective feedback system.

2
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Feedback: Responding to student work. The second component of a comprehensive formative assessment system, and the one that is more commonly
recognized, relates to the individual responses to their work that students receive
from teachers. Of course, these responses should be directly related to the purpose
and performance goal. The best feedback provides students with information about
their progress or success and what course of action they can take to improve their
understanding to meet the expected standard (Brookhart, 2008). Ideally, feedback
occurs as students complete tasks so that they can continue to master content. If
learning is the goal, teachers should not limit feedback to a summative review but
should rather provide formative feedback that students could use to improve their
performance. For example, in a unit of study on writing high-quality introductions,
Kelly Johnson provided her students multiple opportunities to introduce topics
using various techniques such as humor, questions, startling statistic, direct quotation, and so on. For each introduction they produced, Dr. Johnson provided feedback using a rubric so that students could revise their introduction and use that
information on their next attempt. She did not simply note the mechanical errors
students made but rather acknowledged areas of success and provided recommendations for students to focus on in their next drafts.
Feed-forward: Modifying instruction. The final component required for
creating a formative assessment system involves using data to plan instruction.
Feed-forward systems involve greater flexibility in lesson planning, because teachers can’t simply follow a script or implement a series of lesson plans that are written
in stone. This is the formative aspect of checking for understanding and one that
is often missing. When teachers examine student work, whether it is from a daily
checking for understanding task or a common formative assessment tool, they can
use that information to plan instruction and intervention. For example, students in
a 3rd grade class completed a collaborative poster in response to a word problem.
One of the groups had a problem that read: Six students are sitting at each table in the
lunchroom. There are 23 tables. How many students are in the lunchroom? The students
in this class knew that they had to answer the question using words, numbers,
and pictures. Not only did the students with this problem do it wrong, but nearly
every group had the wrong answer. Given this information, the teacher knew
that she needed to provide more modeling for her students about how to solve
word problems. The feed-forward, in this case, required a whole-class reteaching.

3
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Alternatively, in a 5th grade classroom, the teacher noted that six students regularly capitalized random words in sentences. Mauricio, for example, had the words
fun, very, excited, and challenge incorrectly capitalized in the first paragraph. Given
that the rest of the class was not making this type of error, their teacher knew that
feed-forward instruction with the whole class was not necessary. Instead, he needed
to provide additional guided instruction for the students who consistently made
this type of error.

Know the Difference Between a Mistake and an Error
All of us make mistakes. If we’re fortunate, we catch ourselves (or someone
else does) and we do our best to correct it. Typically mistakes occur due to a lack
of attention. But importantly, once pointed out, there is immediate recognition and
usually knowledge of the corrective action to take. Our students do this as well.
They make mistakes due to fatigue, carelessness, or inattention, and as a result their
performance suffers. However, they possess the knowledge and can avoid the mistake in the future by increasing their attention. It’s easy for us to recognize mistakes
by knowing the student’s previous work. A mistake strikes us as being uncharacteristic, usually because we have seen the student do similar work correctly in past.
Mistakes can be huge, and we aren’t minimizing them. NASA lost a $125 million
orbiter in 1999 because one engineering team used metric measures while another
used English measures. That was a costly mistake, but it wasn’t because the teams
didn’t know how to use the metric system. Had the mistake been caught in time,
they would have known precisely how to correct it. Errors, on the other hand,
occur because of a lack of knowledge. Even when alerted, the learner isn’t quite
sure what to do next. He lacks the skills or conceptual understanding to do anything differently when given another opportunity to try. Correcting mistakes while
failing to address errors can be a costly waste of instructional time.
Errors fall into four broad categories and, when analyzed, can provide teachers
with information they need to make instruction more precise. Some students make
factual errors that interfere with their ability to perform with accuracy. Life sciences
teacher Kenya Jackson sees this with her students who have difficulty correctly
defining the differences and similarities between recessive and dominant traits. She
also witnesses some of her students making procedural errors that make it difficult
to apply factual information. “When I initially teach how to use a Punnett square
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to predict probability about genotype,” she said, “they can tell me what dominate and recessive alleles are, but they can’t calculate them in a meaningful way.”
A third type is a transformation error. Ms. Jackson notes that the Punnett square
procedure is only valid when the traits are independent of one another. “Although
I use examples and nonexamples in my teaching, some of them still overgeneralize
the procedure and try to use it with polygenic traits such as hair color,” she said.
“For some, they have learned a tool and now they want to use it in every situation.” A fourth type of error, the misconception, can result from the teaching itself.
“I have to stay on guard for this,” Ms. Jackson said. “Because I teach them Punnett
squares, many of them hold this misconception that one gene is always responsible
for one trait. These ideas can be stubbornly held, so I have to teach directly with
misconceptions in mind.”
An important part of the learning process is identifying and confronting misconceptions that can interfere with learning. Consider, for instance, how appreciating and addressing students’ misconceptions can inform instruction in the
following areas:
• Incorrect beliefs of young children that paintings are produced in factories
(Wolf, 1987)
• Elementary students’ misunderstanding that an equal sign in mathematics
indicates an operation, rather than a relation (Ginsburg, 1982)
• K–3 students’ beliefs that Native Americans who lived in tepees did so
because they were poor and could not afford a house (Brophy & Alleman, 2002)
• Mistaken beliefs about living creatures—for example, that flies can walk on
the ceiling because they have suction cups on their feet, and beavers use their
tails as a trowel (Smith, 1920)
• Science students’ misconception that larger objects are heavier than smaller
ones (Schauble, 1996)
• The belief by adolescents (and adults) that there is a greater likelihood of
“tails” in a coin toss after a series of “heads”—also known as the “Gambler’s
Fallacy” (Shaughnessy, 1977)
The act of checking for understanding not only identifies errors and misconceptions but also can improve learning. In a study by Vosniadou, Ioannides,
Dimitrakopoulou, and Papademetriou (2001), two groups of students participated
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in a physics lesson. With one group of students, the researchers checked for
understanding before moving on to the next part of the lesson. They did so by
presenting students with a brief scenario and asking them to predict and explain
the outcome. The other group participated in the exact same lesson, but without
any pauses to check for understanding. As you might expect, the findings clearly
demonstrated that the first group had a significantly greater increase in post-test
over pre-test performance on assessments of content knowledge. In addition, short
but frequent quizzes of newly learned information appear to increase students’
retention and retrieval of information, including that which is related but not
tested, and assists learners in better organizing information (Roediger, Putnam,
& Smith, 2011).
Checking for understanding provides students with a model of good study
skills. When their teachers regularly check for understanding, students become
increasingly aware of how to monitor their own understanding. In the classic study
by Bloom and Broder (1950), students performing well below grade level were
paired with students who were successful. The successful students shared the variety of ways that they used to check that they understood the material. For example,
the successful students restated sections of the material in their own words, asked
themselves questions about the material, and thought of examples that related
to the information they were reading. The students identified as at risk of school
failure first observed and then began to incorporate these strategies into their own
studying. Comprehension test scores soared. These findings held when the performance changes were compared with a control group who spent the same amount
of time with the material but did not receive any guidance in checking their own
understanding from peers.

What Checking for Understanding Is Not
Checking for understanding is not the final exam or the state achievement
tests. While there is evidence that checking for understanding will improve the
scores students receive on these types of assessments, they are not what we mean
by “checking for understanding.” Final exams and state standards tests are summative exams. They are designed to provide feedback on how the student performed
after instruction.

6
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FIGURE

1.1

Comparison of Formative and Summative Assessments

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Purpose

To improve instruction and provide
student feedback

When administered

Ongoing throughout unit

To measure student competency or
mastery
End of unit or course

To self-monitor understanding

How students use results

To gauge progress toward course- or
grade-level goals and benchmarks

To check for understanding and provide
additional instruction or intervention

How teachers use results

For grades, promotion

Checking for understanding is a systematic approach to formative assessment.
Let’s explore the difference between formative and summative assessment in greater
detail. Figure 1.1 provides a comparison between the two assessment systems.
Formative assessments are ongoing assessments, reviews, and observations in
a classroom. Teachers use formative assessment to improve instructional methods
and provide student feedback throughout the teaching and learning process. For
example, if a teacher observes that some students do not grasp a concept, he or she
can design a review activity to reinforce the concept or use a different instructional
strategy to reteach it. (At the very least, teachers should check for understanding
every 15 minutes; we have colleagues who check for understanding every couple of
minutes.) Likewise, students can monitor their progress by looking at their results
on periodic quizzes and performance tasks. The results of formative assessments
are used to modify and validate instruction.
Summative assessments are typically used to evaluate the effectiveness of
instructional programs and services at the end of an academic year or at a predetermined time. The goal of summative assessments is to judge student competency
after an instructional phase is complete. Summative evaluations are used to determine if students have mastered specific competencies and to identify instructional
areas that need additional attention.

7
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How Is Checking for Understanding
Related to Other Teaching Initiatives?
There is no shortage of ideas for improving schools. An adaptation of a common saying hangs on our office wall that reads: “So many initiatives, so little time.”
This message reminds us on a daily basis that there is limited time to make progress; we have to pick and choose our initiatives wisely. Similarly, when our selected
initiatives are conceptually linked, we know that we are more likely to implement
them and see their widespread use. Let’s consider how checking for understanding
is related to some of the more common initiatives in education.

Understanding by Design
In 1998, Wiggins and McTighe proposed a curriculum model called Understanding by Design, in which curriculum and instruction are developed “backward.” Teachers and curriculum developers learned to begin with the end in mind
and plan accordingly. In other words, Wiggins and McTighe implored us to think
about the outcomes, goals, and objectives we had for student learning first and
then plan instruction and develop curriculum to close the gap between what students already know and what they need to know. A graphic representation of the
stages in the backward curriculum design process can be found in Figure 1.2.
A significant part of the Understanding by Design model centers on the use of
assessments that focus on student understanding. As Wiggins and McTighe note,
“Because understanding develops as a result of ongoing inquiry and rethinking,
the assessment of understanding should be thought of in terms of a collection of
evidence over time instead of an event—a single moment-in-time test at the end of
instruction” (1988, p. 13).

Differentiating Instruction
Carol Ann Tomlinson (1999) has challenged educators to differentiate instruction to meet the increasingly diverse needs of students. Teachers can differentiate
the content, process, or products they use or expect from students. As noted in
Tomlinson’s model, assessment serves a critical role in teacher decision making.
Teachers need to use a wide variety of assessment systems (and regularly check our

8
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FIGURE

1.2

Stages in the Backward Design Process

1. Identify
desired
results.
2. Determine
acceptable
evidence.
3. Plan learning
experiences and
instruction.

Source: Understanding by Design (p. 18), by G. Wiggins and J. McTighe, 2005, ASCD. Used with permission.

students’ understanding) to know whether or not our instructional interventions,
modifications, accommodations, and extensions are working.
Checking for understanding presumes that students are able to demonstrate
their understanding in different ways. This demands not only that products are
differentiated but also that our ways of analyzing them are differentiated. Consider
this example of a student’s different responses to the same question.
Mariana, a 5th grader, was reluctant to speak in class. Mariana’s teacher, Aida
Allen, asked her to describe the character of Byron, the oldest brother in The Wat
sons Go to Birmingham—1963 (Curtis, 1995). Byron is the kind of big brother who
torments his younger siblings, sometimes making their lives miserable. However,
his love for his brother and sister manifests itself in some surprising ways. Readers
usually respond to Byron strongly, as his hurtful acts and flashes of kindness elevate
him to the level of a realistic character. But in reply to Ms. Allen, Mariana merely
mumbled, “Mean.” Ms. Allen knew that Mariana had been enjoying the book and
had overheard her talking to another member of her book club about it. A teacher
who didn’t understand checking for understanding might have cajoled Mariana for
a minute or two and then moved on to another student who would supply a richer
answer. But because she was interested in checking Mariana’s understanding and

9
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not just filling the room with one student’s answer, Ms. Allen later gave Mariana
and a few other students character maps. “I’d like to know what you think about
the main characters in this book and what evidence you have to support your
opinions,” she said. Mariana, uncomfortable with talking in class but engaged with
the book, completed a character map of Byron in less than 10 minutes (see Figure
1.3). Her written response offered a far richer snapshot of her understanding than
the monosyllabic answer she had supplied earlier. Because she was persistent in differentiating product to check for understanding, Ms. Allen could see that Mariana
understood far more than she had originally demonstrated.

FIGURE

1.3

Mariana’s Character Map
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Framework for Intentional
and Targeted Teaching™
Instruction and assessment are not simply random events in a classroom.
They are linked in profound ways. It’s the intentional and targeted instruction that
provides students with experiences that teachers can use to check for understanding. And it’s this same intentional and targeted instruction that allows teachers to
address the errors and misconceptions that they unearth as they check for understanding. Intentional and targeted instruction is based on the gradual release of
responsibility framework (Fisher & Frey, 2013b; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983). The
framework we have developed includes four recursive phases: focused instruction, collaborative learning, guided instruction, and independent learning. In each
phase, teachers can check for understanding. Additionally, each phase can be used
to address student’s errors or misconceptions, depending on the type of error and
the number of students who made the error.
Focused instruction. As we noted earlier in this chapter, the purpose for
learning must be established in a clear and coherent manner with students. A
clearly articulated purpose provides teachers with guidance about checking for
understanding and allows students to share responsibility for learning. When the
purpose is not clear, or not agreed upon, students may complete a number of tasks
yet not be motivated to assume responsibility. They may fail to understand the relevance of the content. Students practically beg for an established purpose when they
ask, “Why do we gotta know this stuff?”
In addition to establishing purpose, focused instruction involves teacher modeling. Simply stated, students deserve an example of thinking and language required
of the task before being asked to engage independently. In addition, there is evidence that humans are hard-wired to mimic or imitate other humans, which might
explain why modeling is so effective. And further, there is evidence that scientists,
historians, and mathematicians think differently and that this thinking is part of the
discipline in which students need to be apprenticed (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008).
Modeling requires that teachers provide an example of what happens in their
minds as they solve problems, read, write, or complete tasks. Modeling is not an
explanation or a time to question students, but rather an opportunity to demonstrate the ways in which experts think. Examples of modeling include:

11
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• While reading a science text, Mr. Bonine stopped at the word “carnivore” and
modeled his thinking about the Spanish word carne, which he said helped him
remember that carnivores were the meat eaters.
• While thinking aloud about a text, Ms. Allen noted that the author introduced a problem. She said to her students, “Now here’s a problem. I can
predict that the solution to the problem will come next. That’s how authors like
to write, with a problem followed by a solution. I can take some notes using
a problem and solution chart. Looking at the chart, I remember that in many
cases, the solution to one problem creates new, often unexpected, problems. I
wonder if that will be the case here.”
• While looking at a table, Ms. Burow noted the column and row headings
and how to find information accordingly and modeled the use of a legend to
find information.
Each of these examples ensured that students got a glimpse inside their teachers’
thinking and provided the teacher with fodder for checking for understanding. Mr.
Bonine, for example, checked his students’ ability to use context clues and word
parts to solve unknown words, whereas Ms. Burow asked students to identify information from a chart using a legend.
Collaborative Learning. Regardless of the subject matter or content area,
students learn more, and retain information longer, when they work collaboratively.
Students who work in collaborative groups also appear more satisfied with their
classes, complete more assignments, and generally like school better (Summers,
2006). Groups need time to interact, timelines, agreed-upon roles, and interdependent tasks to complete. In other words, collaborative learning tasks are not those
that could have been accomplished by an individual. They need to be tasks that
require interaction and the natural give-and-take of learning.
But the key to collaborative groups lies in accountability: each student must be
accountable for some aspect of the collaborative learning task. Unfortunately, that’s
not always the case. We can all remember group work in which one student did all
of the work and everyone else got credit. Not only does that prevent some students
from learning, but the lack of accountability thwarts teachers’ attempts to check for
understanding and link instruction with formative assessment.

12
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In her geometry class, Ms. Chen has students complete a collaborative poster
for each proof they solve. Each student must contribute to the poster, and she
knows if they contribute by the color of marker they use. Each student in the group
of four has an assigned color, and students must sign their name to each poster. In
addition to this collaborative task, the group must ensure that each of its members
can explain the proof independently. This requires a significant amount of reteaching, negotiation, support, and trust. In other words, students are assuming responsibility for their learning and the learning of their peers.
Guided instruction. While purpose, modeling, and collaborative tasks are
important aspects of learning, students also require guided instruction to be successful. We define guided instruction as the strategic use of questions, prompts, or
cues designed to facilitate student thinking. Guided instruction should be based
on assessment information. While guided instruction can be done with the whole
class, our experience suggests that it is most effective with small groups. While
students are engaged in collaborative tasks, the teacher can meet with a small group
for guided instruction. Members of the group should be selected based on the data
collected during checking for understanding. In her discussion with a group of
students who misunderstood photosynthesis, Ms. Grant was able to use a series of
questions and prompts to increase understanding.
Ms. Grant: Some of you thought that plants ate soil to grow. This is a very
common misconception that we should talk about further. Do you remember the
video we saw about photosynthesis? What role did soil play in that video?
Destini: Well, it wasn’t about the dirt. It was about the sun and carbon dioxide.
Andrew: And how the plants make oxygen for humans.
Ms. Grant: Plants make oxygen for humans?
Andrew: Yeah. Well, I guess that they’d make oxygen even if there weren’t
humans.
Michael: It’s called a by-product. They don’t make oxygen for humans. They
just make oxygen.
Ms. Grant: And what is left, once they’ve made this oxygen?
Destini: Carbon. They take in carbon dioxide and then give off oxygen, so
carbon is left.
Ms. Grant: And what do you know about carbon?
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Checking for Understanding

Guided instruction provides teachers an opportunity to engage students in
thinking, without telling them what to think. It’s also an opportunity to scaffold
their understanding before they’re asked to complete tasks independently.
Independent learning. Independent learning, such as the application of information to a new situation, is the goal of schooling. Unfortunately, even a cursory
look inside a typical classroom reveals that students are often asked to assume full
responsibility for learning prematurely in the instructional cycle. Newly (or barely)
learned tasks do not make for good independent learning. These require the clearly
established purposes, teacher modeling, collaborative learning, and guided instruction found in sound classroom instruction. Instead, independent work should be
reserved for review and reinforcement of previously taught concepts and applications. This phase of the instructional framework is ideal for the spiral review that so
many educators know their students need but rarely get to implement. For example,
an independent learning task to review the phases of the moon taught earlier in
the school year should coincide with the new learning on the movement of planets
around the sun. Thus, the independent learning task not only provides reinforcement of the phases, but also deepens their understanding of the patterns of movement in the sky and the ways they influence one another. In doing so, teachers can
check for understanding of both current content and previously taught concepts.

Tips for Success
Checking for understanding completes the circle of assessment, planning, and
instruction by providing teachers and students with evidence of learning. In addition, it is consistent with several other educational innovations, including Understanding by Design and differentiated instruction. Use these guiding questions to
incorporate checking for understanding in your practice:
• Do I know what misconceptions or naïve assumptions my students possess?
• How do I know what they understand?
• What evidence will I accept for this understanding?
• How will I use their understandings to plan future instruction?
Teachers should plan intentional and targeted instruction, check for understanding, and then take action based on what the data says. Unfortunately, as
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Why Check for Understanding?

Schmoker (2006) notes, “an enormous proportion of daily lessons are simply never
assessed—formally or informally. For the majority of lessons, no evidence exists by
which a teacher could gauge or report on how well students are learning essential
standards” (p. 16). Some tips to consider when integrating checking for understanding into your instructional plans include the following:
• Begin with the outcomes in mind. Know what you want your students to
know and be able to do, and let them in on that secret.
• Create engaging lessons—focused instruction, collaborative learning, guided
instruction, and independent learning—aligned with those outcomes.
• Plan to check for understanding, using a wide range of tools and strategies,
on a regular basis.
• Take action based on the data that you collect. In other words, examine
student responses to figure out what they know and what they still need to
learn. And then plan additional instruction using some combination of focused
instruction, collaborative learning, guided instruction, and independent learning to lead students to greater and greater success.
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6–7
incorporating, guiding questions for, 14
note-taking guide, 140–141f
strategy grid, 140–141f
Understanding by Design relation to, 7, 9f
Circle Map, 93f
Cloze procedure, 114
collaborative learning phase, Intentional and
Targeted Teaching™ framework, 12–13
commitment to learning-effort-achievement link, 2
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communication. See also oral language
language registers of, 17–18, 18f
listening in, 17, 50–51, 87
nonverbal cues, 25, 48, 50–51, 50f
completion items, 112–114
comprehension, increasing, 6
comprehension questions, 40
concept maps, 94f, 95, 96f
conciseness, writing for, 70–71
constructed-response items, 112
consultative register of language, 17–18, 18f
content knowledge, increasing, 6
critical thinking skills, 19–20
cues
environmental, 50f
gestural, 50f
nonverbal, 25, 48, 50–51, 50f
verbal, 50f
visual, 50f
data
to improve achievement, 121–122
to improve instruction, 105–106
for instructional planning, 3–4, 14–15
Depth of Knowledge, Webb’s, 42–44, 43f
dichotomous-choice (true-false/binary) items,
107f, 114–116, 115f
differentiating instruction in relation to Checking
for Understanding, 8–10, 10f
digital graphic organizers, 91–92, 95
digital portfolios, 88–91
digital tests, 104–105
dioramas, 95, 97–98
distractors, multiple choice items with, 110–111,
111f
Double Bubble Map, 93f
elicitation questions, 36–37
environmental cues, 50f
errors vs. mistakes, 4–6
essay (extended-response) items, 108f, 116–120,
117f, 119f
essential questions, 79–80
explanatory/informational text types, 63, 64f

Facebook assignments, 87–88
factual errors, 4
feedback
and content misalignment in writing, 64
peer-to-peer, 82–83
post-questioning, 38
in projects/performances, 78
feedback phase of formative assessment, 3
feed-forward phase of formative assessment,
3–4
feed-up phase of formative assessment, 1–2, 11
fill-in-the blank items, 112
fixed register of language, 18f
Flow Map, 93f
focused instruction phase, Intentional and
Targeted Teaching™ framework, 11–12
foldables, 95, 97f
formal register of language, 18f
formative assessment
feedback phase, 3
feed-forward phase, 3–4
feed-up phase, 1–2, 11
function of, vii, 7
for projects/performances design, 80–82,
81f
summative assessments vs., 6–7, 7f
formative assessment protocol
for assessment review, 126
for common assessments, 122, 123–124f,
125, 125–126
consensus scoring in the, 125
example of, 126–133
for instructional materials and
arrangements, 122, 125
intervention group formation, 126
item analysis in the, 125
note-taking guide, 141f
pacing guides, 122, 126
record-keeping in the, 123–124f
for revision, review, reteaching, 126
strategy grid, 141f
success in using, tips for, 134
formative assessment systems, 1–4
Frame of reference for Thinking Maps, 93f
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gender, influence on teacher-student interaction,
20
genre’s associated with text types, 63–64, 64f
gestural cues, 50f
Give Me Five, 53
grading essays, 64, 117–118
graphic organizers, 91–95, 93f, 94f
groups. See also peer-to-peer communication
effective size for guided instruction, 13–14
individual accountability in, 82–83, 83f
interactive writing strategy in, 68
projects/performances in, 82–83, 83f
Readers’ Theatre, 85–86
retellings in, 29–30
guided instruction defined, 13
guided instruction phase, Intentional and
Targeted Teaching™ framework, 13–14
hand signals, 53–56
heuristic prompts, 49f
home-school communications for projects/
performances, 79
independent learning phase, Intentional and
Targeted Teaching™ framework, 13–14
informal register of language, 17–18
information
increasing organization of, 6
questions to elicit, 36–37
visual displays of, 91–98, 93f, 94f, 96f, 97f
informational/explanatory text types, 63, 64f
information recall
background prompts for, 49f
increasing, 6
questions for, 37, 42–44, 43f
visual displays of information for, 91
information retention, increasing, 6
Initiate-Respond-Evaluate model of questioning,
20–21, 39
Inspiration software, 92, 95
Institute for Learning, 22
instruction
benefits of Checking for Understanding in,
135–136, 137–138

instruction (continued)
goals clarification-effort-achievement link,
2
Intentional and Targeted Teaching™
framework, 11–14
modifying , feed-forward phase of
formative assessment, 3–4
using data to improve, 105–106
instructional planning
data used for, 3–4, 14–15
flexibility in, 3–4
integrating Checking for Understanding,
tips for, 14
Intentional and Targeted Teaching™ framework
phases
collaborative learning, 12–13
focused instruction, 11–12
guided instruction, 13–14
independent learning, 13–14
interactive writing strategy, 66–68
intimate register of language, 18f
IQ test, 103–104
Kidspiration software, 95
kinesthetic graphic organizers, 95, 97f
knowledge, developing in-depth, 25–27,
136–137
knowledge questions, 40
language. See oral language; written language
language frames, 23–25, 24f
language registers, 17–18, 18f
learning transfer, 77
listening. See also oral language
defined, 17
to indicate interest, 50–51
listening skills, 87
literacy skills
activities for print based, 66–68
Readers’ Theatre for developing, 86
matching items, 107f
metacognition, increasing, 136
misconceptions, 5
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mistakes vs. errors, 4–6
modeling
accountable talk, 22–23
questioning, 39
by teachers in focused instruction, 11–12
Multi-Flow Map, 93f
multimedia presentations, 87–88, 89f
multiple-binary items, 107f
multiple-choice items, 108–112, 108f, 109f,
110f, 111f
narrative text types, 63, 64f
nonverbal cues, 25, 48, 50–51, 50f
Novel Ideas Only, 33–34
online tests, 104–105
opinion/argument text types, 63, 64f
Opinion Stations, 27
oral language
defined, 17–18
demographics influence on use of,
19–20
development of, 18–19
gender effects, 20
interactive writing strategy and, 66
language registers of, 17–18, 18f
number of literatures produced from, 16
oral language strategies
accountable talk, 21–23
language frames, 23–25, 24f
nonverbal clues, 25
note-taking guide, 140f
Novel Ideas Only, 33–34
Opinion Stations, 27
retellings, 27–30, 28f, 29f, 31f
strategy grid, 140f
success in, tips for, 35
Think-Pair-Share, 30–33
Think-Pair-Square, 33
value lineups, 25–27
participation, strategies to promote
for answering questions, 39
Audience Response Systems, 57–58
hand signals, 53–56

participation, strategies to promote (continued)
ReQuest, 58–59
response cards, 51–53
Socratic seminar, 59–60
peer-to-peer communication. See also groups
accountable talk in, 21–23
debates, 21–23
discussion boards, 72
feedback in projects/performances,
82–83
group retellings, 29–30
Opinion Stations activity, 27
Read-Write-Pair-Share, 66–68
Think-Pair-Share discussions, 30–33
Think-Pair-Square discussions, 33
value lineup activity, 25–27
performance, public, 85–86, 98–99. See also
projects/performances
performance items, 108f
performance learning, 84–85
portfolios, electronic and paper, 88–91
poverty, students living in, influence on teacherstudent interaction, 20
précis writing, 70–71
problem-based learning, 84
problem solving, heuristic prompts for, 49f
procedural errors, 4–5
procedure prompts, 49f
process prompts, 49f
project-based learning (PBL), 84
projects/performances
agency, promoting with, 82–83, 83f
directions or instructions, providing, 80
to encourage inquiry, 80
feedback in, 78
formative assessment, opportunities for,
80–82, 81f
interim checklists in, 78
learning-appropriate goals, 79–80
participation, promoting, 82–83, 83f
performance learning in, 84–85
problem-based learning in, 84
project-based learning in, 84
reflection component, 78–79
responsibility for, 79
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projects/performances (continued)
revision in, opportunities for, 80–82, 81f
scaffolds for student and teacher learning,
80
transfer of learning using, 77
projects/performances strategies
dioramas, 95, 97–98
foldables, 95, 97f
graphic organizers, 91–95, 93f, 94f
inspiration, 92, 95
multimedia presentations, 87–88
note-taking guide, 141f
portfolios, electronic and paper, 88–91,
89f
public performances, 98–99, 99f
Readers’ Theatre, 85–86
strategy grid, 141f
success in, tips for, 100
visual displays of information, 91–98, 93f,
94f, 96f, 97f
prompts
background knowledge, 49f
function of, 48
heuristic, 49f
procedure, 49f
process, 49f
RAFT, 72–73, 74f, 75f
reflective, 49f
to scaffold understanding, 48
websites for developing, 118, 120
writing-to learn, 71–72, 74–75
purpose, clarifying
in focused instruction, 11
formative assessment systems, 1–2
questioning
analyzing student responses, 38–39
effective, process steps in, 35–38
feedback following, 38
Initiate-Respond-Evaluate model of,
20–21, 39
maximizing student participation, 39
modeling techniques for, 39
scaffolding correct answers, 37–38
wait time in, 37

questioning strategies
Audience Response Systems (ARS), 57–58
Bloom’s taxonomy, 40, 41f, 77
hand signals, 53–56
incorrect answers, responding to, 38, 46,
48
nonverbal cues to encourage response, 48,
50–51, 50f
note-taking guide, 140f
ReQuest (reciprocal questioning), 58–59
response cards, 51–53
Socratic seminar, 59–60
strategy grid, 140f
success in, tips for, 60–61
text-dependent questions, 44–46, 47f
Webb’s Depth of Knowledge, 42–44, 43f
questions
authentic, developing, 40–46
avoiding learned helplessness using, 46
for comprehension, 40
to elicit information, 36–37
equitable distribution of, 38
essential, 79–80
for information recall, 37, 42–44, 43f
knowledge-based, 40
reciprocal, 58–59
student-created, 40, 42
types of, 36–37
RAFT (Role, Audience, Format, Topic) writing
prompts, 72–73, 74f, 75f
Readers’ Theatre, 85–86
reading
Cloze procedure to assess, 114
Readers’ Theatre, 85–86
Read-Write-Pair-Share, 68–70
reciprocal questioning during, 58–59
retelling after, 27–30
text-dependent questioning, 44–46, 47f
Read-Write-Pair-Share, 68–70
reciprocal questioning, 58–59
reflection
component in projects/performances, 78–79
in Socratic seminar, 60
reflective prompts, 49f
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ReQuest, 58–59
response cards, 51–53
response option for multiple-choice items,
110–112
responsibility for learning
clear articulation of purpose and, 11
collaborative learning and, 12–13
as independent learners, 14
projects/performances, 79
retellings, 27–30, 28f, 29f, 31f
revision
in common assessment protocol, 126
in projects/performances design, 80–82, 81f
SAT writing test, 64
scaffolding
avoiding learned helplessness using, 46, 48
in projects/performances, 80
responses, in questioning, 37–38
sentence frames (templates), 23–25, 24f
short-answer items, 107f, 112–114
skill level perceived, influence on teacher-student
interaction, 20
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium, 105
Socratic seminar, 59–60
speaking, defined, 17. See also oral language
speaking skills
multimedia presentations for, 87
Readers’ Theatre for, 85–86
spiral review, 14
standardized testing, 104
stems for multiple-choice items, 109–110, 110f,
111f
study skills, modeling, 6
success belief-effort-achievement link, 2
summary writing, 70–71
summative vs. formative assessments, 6–7, 7f
supplied-response items, 112
supply-type items, 112–114
teachers, Checking for Understanding for, 138–
139, 140–141f
technology
digital graphic organizers, 91–92, 95
digital portfolios, 88–91

technology (continued)
online tests, 104–105
skills development, 105
templates (sentence frames), 23–25, 24f
test anxiety, 101
testing items
developing, checklist for, 107–108f
dichotomous-choice items, 114–116, 115f
essay items, 108f, 116–120, 117f, 119f
hidden clues in, 113
multiple-binary items, 107f
multiple-choice items, 106, 108–112,
108f, 109f, 110f, 111f
note-taking guide, 141f
short-answer items, 107f, 112–114
strategy grid, 141f
success in, tips for, 120
tests
diversity in uses for, 102–103
in high- vs. low-performing schools, 104
historically, 103–104
online, 104–105
purpose, clarifying to students, 102
standardized, concerns regarding, 104
websites for creating, 112
test-taking skills, 104
text-dependent questions, 44–46, 47f
thinking, writing and, 62
thinking maps, 92, 93f
Think-Pair-Share, 30–33
Think-Pair-Square, 33
transfer of learning, 77
transformation errors, 5
Tree Map, 93f
true-false (dichotomous choice/binary) items,
107f, 114–116, 115f
Twain, Mark, 70
Understanding by Design, 7, 9f
value lineups, 25–27
verbal cues, 50f. See also oral language
visual cues, 50f
visual displays of information, 91–98, 93f, 94f,
96f, 97f
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writing
for accuracy, 70
assessing, 64–65
for conciseness, 70–71
to demonstrate learning, 62
feedback-content misalignment, 65
form-content interaction analysis in,
63–65
ignoring in the classroom, results of, 65
for learning, 62–63
length-score relationship, SAT test, 64
misuses in the classroom, 65
purpose for, 62–63
thinking’s relation to, 62
used for correction in behavior, 65
word selection in excellent, 70
writing prompts
RAFT (Role, Audience, Format, Topic),
72–73, 74f, 75f
websites for developing, 118, 120

writing skills, developing, 23–25, 24f
writing strategies
interactive writing, 66–68
note-taking guide, 140f
précis writing, 70–71
RAFT (Role, Audience, Format, Topic)
prompts, 72–74, 74f, 75f
Read-Write-Pair-Share, 68–70
strategy grid, 140f
summary writing, 70–71
writing-to learn prompts, 71–72, 74–75
writing text types
genre’s associated, 63–64, 64f
informational/explanatory text types, 63,
64f
narrative text types, 63, 64f
opinion/argument text types, 63, 64f
writing-to-learn, 62–63
writing-to learn prompts, 71–72, 74–75
written language, 16
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